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INTRODUCTION

The River Lahn, which is an eastern tributary of the River Rhine, is situated
about 70 km north of Frankfurt/Main. The very posiGon of the ancient
‘’Werth“-Mill is located between the village Lahnau-Waldgirmes, where both
a forum of a Roman civil town founded in between 4 BC and 16 AD and a
bronze horse’s head as part of a statue of a Roman emperor were found,
Lahnau-Dorlar located on the northern and Wetzlar-Garbenheim on the
southern riverbank. The depth of the historical mill weir is approximately
80-90 cm instead of 3 m depth of the river bed.

Downstream the rediscovered mill weir and the mill race the pit for the
undershot waterwheel was found

In the ﬁrst third of the river width we found pile remains which belonged to
the mill house – so that reconstrucGon may be carried out appropriately
some Gme. Compare the diving proﬁle and the mill of 7-8th c. AD,
Merovingian Gmes (Czysz 1998)

FURTHER RESULTS

Another secondary use of the mill stone is suggested by formed fracture in order to be able to use a verGcal posiGon. The only purpose of a smooth
contact area is the possibility to use eye of the mill stone as an axle-box. So it might have been used as an axle-box for the millwheel shaj. Within the eye
nine morGses can be seen which fasten a bushing by keys for an axle. All the nine morGses reach up to half the height of the eye cylinder.
The abrasion marks show the use of the mill stone remains as a counterweight suggested by test knots due to marks of use of a chain. It may have served
as an anchor as well.
Alessandro FioravanG, 1971, reconstructed a stone-wood anchor of the bronze age. Referring to this we Ged a rope to the mill stone (the anchor) just by
keeping to the guide marks.

RESULTS

The main evidence for the existenceCD19->
of the mill
however is a mill stone which we found and
recovered from the river bed near the ‘’Werth“ (now
a ﬂooded island).
The main part of the runner stone was found in the
river bed. Instead of a cylindrical shape upside it
shows a collar with a downward slope. The eye is sGll
in good order and two of three or four balance rhynd
holes can be seen. Its diameter is 91,5 cm, 1,5 cm
more than water mill stones of the Late Roman
period are deﬁned to be like. The mill stone dates
back to the years between 800 – 1000 (max. 1300)
AD. By now you can see marks of secondary use
inside the eye and on the downward slope near the
eye.
One would have expected the furrows respecGvely
their centre points to advance circularly around the
eye on the milling side but the centre points remain
close to each other whereas the furrows advance.
When the lengths of the radii of the 41 furrows
between the right and the lej balance rhynd hole
are listed in a diagram, they show growth with
increasing distance of 21,5 to 50 cm from the narrow
range of centre points. The increase of the radii is
interrupted twice which may indicate that moving
forward with a pick axe became too inconvenient for
the miller.
A central overlap on the grinding side with a larger
diameter of the eye and an opposite direcGon of the
circumference are recorded near the eye.
Two peripheral overlaps are also recorded at the
grinding side.
The posiGon and the diameter of the original old and
the younger eye determined by the reconstrucGon of
the centre point of the central overlap and the
peripheral overlaps suggest a secondary use of the
mill stone.
The former running stone seems to have been
reused as a composite ground stone then. If I am
right it was necessary to complete the converted
running stone with mill stone pieces on the missing
part and to plug the older eye and the balance rhynd
holes with stone pieces. Finally the supplemental
pieces had to be kept together by an iron band which
the posiGon of the new eye the diameter of which is
more than 5 cm -proved by the central overlap suggests. In addiGon it was necessary to use Vnotches to get the downward slope of the former
upper side of the millstone stable. The use of a
stronger stone spindle was needed as a technical
device.
Lej: The ﬂooded island (werth) on which the mill
house was built lies 50 cm above the river bed level
and the pit for the undershot waterwheel is about 80
cm deeper than the river bed. Its width is about 2 m
and the length 4 m. Today the depth of the river is 3
m due to canalizaGon.

The analysis of the ﬁeld names
shows that on the one hand
the composiGons with “–ford“
and “–mill“ end before the
year 1342 with one excepGon
1496 „mulengut zu werdde“
which means a farm and on
the other hand ajer 1342
“Werth-“ with ﬁeld names and
composiGons with “-hill“
begin. This can be interpreted
by the destrucGon of the mill
by a ﬂood – the Magdalena
ﬂood.

SUMMARY
AND
CONCLUSION

Above: The photo shows the balance
rhynd hole with the attachment pit on
the grinding side.

• It is the ﬁrst proof of the archaeologic existence of the Werth mill which unGl now has only been
menGoned in historical documents.
• It could be proven by dendrochronologic research that the mill was built in 1107. Hence, the mill
existed 211 years earlier than its ﬁrst menGon in 1318.
• The dendrochronologic date of a pile of 1199 suggests its mulG-stage using.
• Analysing the menGoned ﬁeld names in composiGon with ”Werth-“ and its derivaGves, the mill was
destroyed by the Magdalena ﬂood in July 1342. Consequently, we assume a life-span of 235 years.
• The analysis of the ﬁeld names in connecGon with the ruined mill show that there happened an
excepGonally severe summer ﬂood also at the middle Lahn river - which only could have been the
Magdalena ﬂood.
• The width of the Werth mill which amounts to 445 cm according to 15 Roman feet (one foot:
29,6352 cm x 15 = 444,528 cm) prove that the applied technology is sGll Late Roman as well as the
diameter and the shape of the runner stone.
• The diameter of the discovered millstone is 91,5 cm. This is very close to the diameter of 90 cm of
Roman water millstones according to appropriate literature.
• Furthermore the collar and the downward slope of the mill stone are an evidence for Roman
technology according to the type Avenche. Classiﬁed by its style, the millstone must have been used
between the years 800 and 1000 (max. 1300).
• On the one hand the secondary use of the former runner stone as an axle box, a Late composite lower
millstone, a counterweight or an anchor proved by diﬀerent marks is the evidence for ingenuity but
also worthiness of formed basalt in Medieval Gmes.
• On the other hand the furrows made by a younger miller with the lack of air furrows show that
knowledge disappeared which the Romans already have had.
• Thus the Werth mill indicates that the Gme was characterised by technical constancy from eﬃcient
Roman systems and innovaGve but less well-engineered change of Medieval technique.

